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Earth Day 世界地球日
April 22
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If your kids love Batman, they will definitely  

enjoy this story. You will meet Baoman, his 

sidekick, Soybean the Soy Wonder, Police 

Commissioner Guotie, and the mysterious 

Inspector. But… Baoman’s Baomobile might 

be causing more harm to the environment 

than good! After reading this story, you can 

discuss how we might be causing climate 

change, and actions we can take to reverse 

it.

A few of the words used in the story:
• polluting 汙染 wūrǎn

• fuel 燃料 Rán liào

• chemicals 化学物 huà xué wù

• waste electricity 费电 fèi diàn
• warming 暖化 nuǎn huà



Xiajiao and Baozi find a mysterious hole  

and argue over who should do something 

about it. A metaphor for who’s responsible 

when there’s a problem with the 

environment, this story gets kids to think 

about the question: “Who has to take action 

when there’s a collective problem – do we 

look for the person who caused the 

problem, do we depend on the experts, or 

can I do something about it myself?”

A few of the words used in the story:

• hole 洞 (dòng), 

• dangerous 危险 (wéixiǎn) 

• world 世界 (shìjiè)

• do something about it or handle 处理 (chǔlǐ)

• warning 警告 (jǐnggào)



A few of the words used in the story:

• useful 有用
• so much stuff 这么多东西 (zhème duō

dōngxī)

• be prepared 预防万一 (yùfáng wàn yī)
• explode 爆炸 (bàozhà)

• share共享 (gòngxiǎng)

Baozi, Xiajiao and Shaomai go on a hike 

and Baozi brings along a giant backpack 

because he thinks he needs all the stuff 

inside it! This story gets kids to think about 

the question: “What’s the stuff I actually 

need and what’s the stuff I don’t really 

need?” After reading, you can get students 

to make an inventory of their rooms to 

classify “things” into “what I need” and 

“what I don’t need”.



The Dim Sum Warriors App has 20+ stories (and growing!) on a variety of topics 
that are child appropriate, thoughtful, and also really, really funny!

To check out the App and learn more, visit: 
www.dimsumwarriors.com
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